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DEGENERATING SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 

Abstract 

A class of second order divergent structure equations with non-uniform power 
degeneration is considered in the paper. The regularity test of the Wiener's type for a 
boundary point with respect to the first boundary value problem for such equations is 
proved. 

Introduction. Let D    be the bounded domain, arranged in и- dimensional 
Euclidean space En of points х-(х^,...,х„), «£3,and 3D be its boundary, OedD. 
Consider in D the first boundary value problem 

 ,   u\3D=<p,  (1) 

where |<fy (x))| is a real symmetric matrix with elements measurable in D, 

Assume that with respect to the coefficients of the operator L it is fulfilled the condition 

tf .  (2) 

where  = |с] 
)\ 

 а={ах,...,ап), 

a, e 0,--у1, / = L...,«.  

The goal of this article is to find the Wiener's type regularity test of the boundary 
point О with respect to the problem (1). Note that for the Laplace equation the classical 
result in this direction was obtained by N. Wiener f 1]. The Wiener's test was transferred 
to the equations with smooth coefficients in [2-3]. In [4] it was established that the 
Wiener's test is valid for arbitrary, uniformly elliptic second order equations of divergent 
structure with measurable coefficients. Elliptic equations with uniform degeneration were 
considered in [5]. In [6] the regularity test for a boundary point was obtained for elliptic 
equations with weak (so-called logarithmic) non-uniform degeneration. Note that none 
equation with non-uniform power degeneration satisfies the conditions of paper (6]. hi the 
present paper the regularity test for a for a boundary point was obtained for class of 
second order divergent elliptic equations with non-uniform power degeneration. 
Concerning divergent structure elliptic equations we note the results obtained in the 
indicated direction in papers [7-11]. 

1°. Some notations, definitions and subsidiary statements. 

Let 2 be a sufficiently great radius closed ball with a center in the origin of 
coordinates, D cl. 


